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>Did You Know?

Twitter Parties—The Perfect 
Digital Gathering to Create 
Online Buzz for Your Brand
Imagine you are at a dinner party. The food—from the drinks and 
appetizers to the main course and dessert—include all of your 
favorites. The guests are all welcoming and giving, helping you feel 
part of the crowd. No matter who you talk to, the conversation is 
exciting, insightful, and fun. Whether you are talking or listening, 
no matter what direction the topics go, you learn tips and tricks to 
help you in your life. And finally … party favors! Let’s not forget the 
party favors since they make everyone feel appreciated. You walk 
away feeling emotionally charged with information and connections 
that strengthen you individually, as well as help you with the many 
roles that you play in your life.

A Twitter Party, often referred to as a Twitter chat or a Twitter 
conversation, is similar to this fabulous dinner party you just 
imagined. The experience gives you and/or your brand the 
opportunity to create the perfect online environment—a digital 
gathering if you will—where they can connect with Twitter 
influencers in their target market. During the Twitter Party, they 
can feed their guests knowledge, help them build meaningful 
relationships, and create a dynamic conversation where they walk 
away feeling emotionally connected to a product, service, and/or 
cause—to YOUR products, services, and cause.

Twitter Parties allow you to 
create the perfect digital 
gathering where you can connect 
with Twitter influencers in your 
target market and generate 
great buzz for your brand.

www.MomItForward.com
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Mom It Forward has hosted 
more than 500 Twitter Parties 
for Fortune 500 brands, 
generating an average of 
10MM impressions per event 
or more than 5 BILLION 
impressions!

Mom It Forward Media’s 
Twitter Party Process
Not all Twitter Parties are alike. The key to creating the perfect 
online event is simple, but just like hosting a dinner party, it 
requires investing in advanced planning. But, don’t worry! Mom It 
Forward Media has developed a tried and true process for helping 
you deliver a successful Twitter Party every time.

Mom It Forward Media’s Twitter Party Process is based on nearly 
six years of hosting and moderating experience. We got our start 
in September 2008, using the hashtag #gno, which stands for Girls’ 
Night Out. To date, we have hosted more than 500 Twitter Parties, 
the vast majority for Fortune 500 brands. Our average one-hour 
Twitter Parties generate between 10-12MM impressions, include a 
minimum of 200 people using the party hashtag, and produce over 
2,000 tweets. Recently, we had two outliers who hit nearly 60MM 
impressions each. That’s a lot of buzz!

But enough about us. Let’s focus on you and how your brand can 
follow Mom It Forward Media’s Twitter Party Process to generate 
equally as impressive results.

>Did You Know?

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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>Did You Know?
Twitter Parties are an online gathering that takes place on 
Twitter where all of attendees are tweeting about the same 
topic from their personal computers or smart phones and 
tablets, using a common hashtag (e.g., “#gno”).

What Is a Twitter Party?
First things first: Let’s make sure we’re all on the same page by defining “Twitter Party.”

Twitter Parties ...
 Are an online gathering that takes place on Twitter where all attendees are tweeting about the same 

topic from their personal computers or smart phones and tablets, using a common hashtag (e.g., “#gno”).

 Typically last for one hour.

 While they can be in a physical location together, 99 percent of the time, Twitter Party attendees are 
gathered online (are not physically together) and can “see” each other, or rather each other’s tweets, 
by following the party hashtag.

 Are moderated by an agency, blogger/social media influencer, blogger/social media network, brand, 
and/or business person who is active and has reach on Twitter.

 Include guests made up of folks on Twitter interested in the Twitter Party’s topic, the sponsoring 
brand, and the moderators’/panelists’ friends.

 Pose a series of questions, directing the topic of conversation (e.g., “family mealtime,” “digital/tech 
tools to increase productivity,” “tips for planning the perfect vacation,” etc.).

 Welcome everyone and have a flat hierarchy (as opposed to a panel-type discussion or exclusive 
event) where guests can converse freely with other partygoers, including the sponsoring brand and 
the moderators.

 Include brand promotion about a product, service, and/or cause.

 (Optional) Include party favors—one or more prizes for party attendees.

MEDIA
connecting brands with families
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>Did You Know?
Mom It Forward Media’s 
average one-hour Twitter 
Parties generate between 
10-12MM impressions, include 
a minimum of 200 people 
using the party hashtag, and 
produce over 2,000 tweets.

Why Should Brands Host a 
Twitter Party?
Consider hosting a Twitter Party if you want to achieve one of the 
following:

 Generate immediate buzz about a product, service, or cause.

 Connect with your target market in a two-way conversation, 
which is more personal and has more far reaching benefits 
than traditional push advertising.

 Create a peer-to-peer sharing and learning environment 
about a topic relevant to your market that also ties in with 
your brand, encouraging brand enthusiasts to share their 
knowledge about and passion for your products, services, 
and/or cause.

 Be perceived by your target market as a credible resource on 
topics important to them.

 Get real-time, focus-group-like information from open-
ended and inclusive questions.

 Promote a product, service, or cause.

 Provide an opportunity for product sampling via online 
giveaways or eCoupons.

 Meet specific campaign objectives, including:

 Increase your Twitter following.

 Drive views to your website.

 Drive impressions for a specific brand hashtag.

 Generate immediate buzz for a time-sensitive campaign.

MEDIA
connecting brands with families
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What Determines Whether It Is Better for a 
Brand to Host an Event on Their Own or Hire a 
Professional Twitter Party Planner?
Before deciding whether to host a party on your own or hire out 
the services to a professional Twitter Party Planner, ask yourself 
the following:

 Do you have room in your budget to cover the internal costs 
of planning a Twitter Party?

 Do you have established relationships with key Twitter 
influencers who align with your brand?

 Do you have an internal resource (or resources) with time 
to take on the Twitter Party planning process?

 Does your brand have a great following and hence will draw 
a great Twitter Party crowd?

If you answered “yes” to a majority of those questions, then you 
are in a prime position to plan your own Twitter Party. However, 
if you answered “no” to a majority of those questions, then you 
may want to consider partnering with a professional Twitter Party 
Planner, such as Mom It Forward Media.

>Twitter Tip
Many brands that decide to 
use a professional Twitter 
Party Planner when their 
resources, time, and budget 
could be better spent 
performing other tasks.

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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>Did You Know?

Partnering with professional Twitter Party Planners, such as Mom It 
Forward Media, yields many benefits. Tasks that are included in our 
Twitter Party package include:

 Do the heavy lifting for you by organizing all of the pieces 
and parts of a Twitter Party campaign. From preparing the 
Run of Show and publicizing the event to lining up panelists 
and moderating the party, a planner frees up your resource’s 
time and, subsequently, budget.

 Prepare all written materials, giving you the opportunity to 
review and approve the copy to ensure that the materials 
are in line with your campaign’s key message points.

 Line up the panelists to ensure that you have passionate, 
informed, loyal, and informal experts on the event to keep 
the conversation moving and guests feeling welcomed.

 Promote and publicize the event through online giveaways, 
blog posts, display advertising, and other social media 
promotion to ensure that you get a great turnout and 
generate lots of buzz.

 Moderate the event to help you achieve your primary 
campaign’s objectives.

 Track the success of the event, providing you a metrics 
report for you to give to your brand or your supervisor with 
details of the party’s success.

What Are the Benefits of Partnering With a 
Professional Twitter Party Planner?

Mom It Forward Media’s 
Twitter Party Process is based 
on nearly six years of hosting 
and moderating experience.

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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Who Attends a Twitter Party?
A variety of people attend a Twitter Party, including all or some of the following:

 The brand. As many brand representatives as possible should attend a Twitter Party to allow more 
one-on-one interaction between the brand and target market attendees.

 The agency. If an agency is involved, representatives involved can include:

 Agency representatives who run the Twitter account for the brand and have authority to speak 
on behalf of the brand should also attend to ensure questions are answered in a timely manner, 
campaign message points are sent out, and key tweets are retweeted.

 Agency representatives who work with the brand and can represent their key message points well.

 The moderators. Party moderators typically come from the brand, the agency, blog/social media 
influencers, the blog/social media network a brand/agency partners with to run the event (such as 
Mom It Forward Media’s Social Media Influencer Network), a celebrity or spokesperson, or anyone who 
is versed in hosting a Twitter Party or who can get up-to-speed prior to the event.

 The panelists. Panelists are typically made up of a small group of people, including blog/social media 
influencers and celebrities and/or spokespeople who are passionate about or representatives of the 
brand and can speak in a loyal, enthusiastic way about the products, services, and/or cause.

 Party attendees. Anyone who joins by including the party’s hashtag(s) in tweets or who responds to 
the questions sent out during the party.

The
Brand

The
Agency

The
Moderators

The
Panelists

The
Attendees

www.MomItForward.com
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How Does a Twitter Party Work?
The Mom It Forward Media Twitter Party Process is heavily focused on sharing and learning to generate 
greater on-topic buzz for the sponsoring brand. Unless prizing and product sampling is a specific objective, 
we recommend avoiding prizing-focused parties, where attendees largely come to win party giveaways.

Twitter Party Flow of Events
So how do Twitter Parties flow? Here’s a typical Run of Show:

1. Welcome guests.

2. Announce your brand and the party’s theme, hashtag(s), moderators, and panelists.

3. Promote your brand’s product, service, and/or cause.

4. Share call(s) to action based on your brand’s objectives.

5. Start the chat, including organic promotion.

6. Host a giveaway.

7. Continue the chat, including organic promotion.

8. Promote your brand’s product, service, and/or cause.

9. Thank the moderators and panelists.

10. Close the event with call(s) to action based on your brand’s objectives.

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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Twitter Party Timing
More specifically, if your Twitter Party were to start at 9:00 p.m. EST, the party would follow this format:

 The first four minutes would be a welcome/promo/introduction time where you should identify the 
brand as the party sponsor, welcome the panelists for the event (both brand and blogger panelists), 
say “Hi” to participants who want to attend the party, and share any promotion about the product, 
service, and/or cause. This is a great time to share promotional links, images, or other key messaging. 
It is also a great time to help people feel welcome by simply sending “Hi!”, “How are you?”, and other 
such inclusive-oriented tweets.

 Then, you would start in with your first question at 9:04 p.m. EST and tweet out another question 
every six minutes from that time until the close of the party. The questions and the brand’s answers 
should be crafted and scheduled in advance of the party, leaving you as much time as possible to 
respond to attendees’ questions and tweets, as well as engage with the attendees personally and in 
an organic way.

 Avoid prizing-focused parties, where attendees largely come to win party giveaways, by focusing the 
first 37 minutes of the Twitter Party on robust conversation about the brand. Then, at minute 37 (or 
at 9:37 p.m. EST in this scenario), send out information about the party’s giveaway, including the 
giveaway question. The giveaway lasts for five minutes, or until 9:42 p.m. EST, at which time you 
would resume with the last three questions. Again, all of these questions are pre-scheduled.

 The last four minutes of the party are similar to the first four minutes. Recognize the sponsoring brand 
and disclose that they were the sponsor, if applicable. Tweet any additional promotional tweets and 
then close the party.

>Twitter Tip
Tip! If the purpose of your party is product sampling, you 
would want to consider offering many more giveaways 
during your Twitter Party.

Tools! See our tools section on page 39 and attached 
to this eBook for an example Twitter Party Project 
Schedule and Project Schedule Template.

www.MomItForward.com
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>Other Options
If, after reviewing the criteria 
in the “Why Should Brands 
Host a Twitter Party?” 
section, you determine that 
your campaign’s objectives 
cannot be met by hosting a 
Twitter Party, then identify 
other activations to meet 
your objectives (e.g., a blog/
social media influencer 
ambassador program, a blog 
tour, an in-home event or 
other live event, conference/
retreat sponsorships, etc.).

What Process and Tools Help Ensure a 
Successful Party Every Time?
Mom It Forward Media’s Twitter Party Process includes the following:

Promote the 
event.

9
Invite 

attendees.

10
Schedule the tweets 

for your Twitter Party.

11

Create a project 
schedule.

3
Choose your Twitter Party theme based 

on key campaign message points.

4

Create your Twitter 
Party Run of Show.

8
Train your Twitter 

Party team.

7

Host your 
Twitter Party.

12
Identify the results of your 

campaign by tracking statistics.

13

Prepare a metrics 
report, if necessary.

14
Celebrate 

your success!

15

Identify promotional 
elements based on key 

campaign message points.

5
Form your 

Twitter 
Party team.

6

If your objectives meet the criteria listed in the “Why Should Brands Host a Twitter Party?” 
section and you answered “yes” to the questions in the “What Determines Whether It 

Is Better for a Brand to Host an Event on Their Own or Hire a Professional Twitter Party 
Planner?” section, then you are good to move forward and plan your Twitter Party. 

2
Determine your 
campaign’s key 
message points 
and objectives.

1

NOYES

www.MomItForward.com
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Step 1: Determine your campaign’s key message points 
and objectives.
Twitter Parties are all the rage. They started in the fall of 2008 and have been going strong ever since. As 
a brand, you may feel like you need to host one because everyone else is doing it. But, before you move 
forward, do a quick assessment by asking yourself:

 What are my brand’s campaign message points?

 What are our core objectives? In other words, what do we need to achieve to result in a successful party?

If one of your objectives matches the list in the “Why Should Brands Host a Twitter Party?” section (page 7), 
then you are good to go. If not, reconsider your social media campaign and identify a different solution that 
more precisely helps you meet your objectives.

Case Study
Early on in our Twitter Party hosting experience, a well-known 
brand approached us and asked us to host three Twitter Parties for 
them in the back-to-school time frame. They wanted to make a 
big splash with the Mom It Forward Media Social Media Influencer 
Network, which had influencers active on Twitter who were right 
within their target demographic. When asked to share their brand’s 
objectives, they stated: “To start a grassroots effort with activities 
in markets across the nation for our cause.” While a Twitter 
Party could definitely generate buzz about their cause and drive 
awareness for it, it wasn’t going to achieve the same long-lasting 
results as, say, live events hosted by influential parents in multi-
market locations nationwide. Identifying their core objectives 
helped this brand create the perfect campaign, including a scaled 
back approach on their Twitter Parties, a blogger ambassador 
program complete with a blog tour and live events across the 
nation, conference sponsorships, and more.

>Twitter Tip
If a Twitter Party is not 
the best option for your 
brand, Mom It Forward 
Media can help! We also 
run ambassador programs, 
blog tours, live events, event 
sponsorships, and more.

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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>Twitter Tip
Mom It Forward Media would 
love to help you with any or all 
phases of your Twitter Party 
planning process. Reach out 
if you have questions!

jyl@momitforward.com

Step 2: If your objectives meet 
the criteria listed in the “Why 
Should Brands Host a Twitter 
Party?” section, move forward and 
plan your Twitter Party.
If, after identifying your campaign message points and objectives, 
you determine a Twitter Party is right for you, then welcome to the 
planning phase. Let’s get started!

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
mailto:jyl@momitforward.com
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>Tools
Check out the Planning Tools section at the back of this 
eBook for templates and resources to assist in your Twitter 
Party planning process.

Step 3: Create a project schedule.
The first step in hosting a Twitter Party is to plan one. This is best done by using a Twitter Party Project 
Schedule. For our planning purposes, Mom It Forward Media uses the same project template, which we 
customize for every Twitter Party. We prefer the Google spreadsheet format as it allows key stakeholders to 
have real-time access to updates, as well as gives key players the option to edit.

Tools! See our tools section on page 39 and attached 
to this eBook for an example Twitter Party Project 
Schedule and Project Schedule Template.

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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>Twitter Tip
The key is to convert Twitter 
influencers in your target 
demographic from lurkers to 
active participants. You do 
this by creating a relevant, 
inclusive, broad theme that 
relates to your brand.

Step 4: Choose your Twitter Party theme based on key 
campaign message points.
Once you have identified your campaign’s message points, you are 
ready to choose your Twitter Party theme. Your theme should:

 Tie in closely with your brand’s product, service, and/or 
cause and your established campaign message points.

 Be relevant and inclusive. You want as many Twitter 
influencers from your target demographic to participate as 
possible. They are more likely to move from the lurker to 
the participant phase if they feel that they can relate and 
have something to add.

 Be broad. Niche subjects are not only difficult for drawing 
a crowd, but also make it tough to talk about for an hour. 
The key is to create a broad enough theme from which you 
can easily identify 10 different but related questions.

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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Step 5: Identify promotional elements based on key 
campaign message points.
With your project schedule in place and your Twitter Party theme chosen, you are ready to begin to create 
your promotional materials to publicize your campaign.

Regardless of the type of marketing materials you create, here are some guidelines for creating great copy 
and images.

Crafting Compelling and Concise Copy
When crafting your copy, here are some essential points to consider including in your messaging:

 Brand name

 Twitter Party theme

 Date

 Time (including all time zones)

 Panelist names or social media IDs if they are well known

 Hashtag

 Link to more detailed information about the party and/or a giveaway

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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Creating Simple and Appealing Designs
When creating design elements for your promotional materials, follow these guidelines:

 Include your brand’s logo.

 Keep it simple. A clean design communicates far better than a circusy image.

 Include basic copy. Save the finer points for a blog post or a platform that is more 
conducive to more text.

250 X 250 Ad

160 X 600 Ad

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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Step 6: Form your Twitter Party team.

But how do you create this formula for your brand’s Twitter Party?

The good news is that you’ve already done some of the hard work by crafting a broad, relevant, and inclusive 
theme and creating simple and appealing marketing materials. Next up? Forming the right Twitter Party team.

Depending on your brand’s influence, you may or may not need outside help. The way to decide is to identify 
how many Twitter followers your brand has and how engaged your Twitter community is. If your brand is highly 
influential and engaged with your target market—the market that you want to join your Twitter Party—you 
are probably good to host an event all on your own without outside involvement, especially if your team is 
great at using Twitter.

>Twitter Tip
if your brand is either not as influential (doesn’t have a large 
following) and/or doesn’t have high engagement (isn’t 
really active with your followers), partnering with others 
who either have influence and/or are actively engaged and 
can mobilize your target market is a good idea.

Attendees

X
Influence

X
Tweets

=
Impressions

www.MomItForward.com
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Identifying People/Groups to Partner With to Generate High 
Impressions
Here is a list of people/groups that you could consider partnering with if you determine that you need support:

 A blogger/social media influencer network. Groups such as Mom It Forward Media make it easy for 
brands and agencies to reach impression goals for brands, among a variety of other objectives, while 
doing the heavy lifting for them. If you are more interested showing up at the event and having all the 
planning, promotion, moderation, and metrics taken care of, then going this route is a great option.

 A blogger/social media influencer/celebrity/spokesperson. If you feel comfortable hosting your own 
event, but need help drawing the right target market to attend your event, then going with a blogger/
social media network or enlisting the help of a blogger/social media influencer/celebrity/spokesperson 
as either a moderator, co-host, or a panelist is a great way to go. His or her (or their!) influence and 
reach coupled with your hosting abilities and brand reach is a great combination for success.

 Brand and agency representatives. Involving representatives from both the agency and the brand, if 
applicable, is always a great idea. Twitter Parties include a lot of people sending a lot of tweets in 
a short period of time. The more attendees feel “seen” and “heard” by other attendees—and this 
happens when others, including the brand and agency representatives respond to their tweets and 
recognize their attendance—the more engaged they will be. This means more tweets, potentially 
more attendees, more impressions, and ultimately very happy attendees who become, if they already 
aren’t, brand enthusiasts. The more people you have to help you “man” your digital gathering, the 
more likely it is that all attendees will be responded to and will feel welcome.

www.MomItForward.com
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How to Find Potential Partners for Your  
Twitter Party Team
Don’t know the right groups or people to bring on as partners? Here are simple tips:

 Identify blogger/social media networks that reach your target market, align with your brand’s 
values, and fit your brand’s key message points and Twitter Party theme. These groups can rally their 
community around your product, service, and/cause to help generate great buzz for you. Find them 
through simple online searches, by watching Twitter for regular Twitter Parties, and through badges 
on bloggers’ sidebars.

 Determine bloggers/social media influencers/a celebrity/a spokesperson who is/are a perfect match 
for your brand. Searching online for bloggers who match your brand’s messaging is easy. Here are a 
few things you could try:

 Identify the niche of bloggers who align with your theme. For example, if you are hosting an 
event on family mealtime, then you may want to look for influential food bloggers. Once you have 
identified a few bloggers, click from their blog to their Twitter account and check out their reach 
and activity. If they actively engage with their followers on Twitter, and don’t just use the platform 
to promote their posts, then they are great candidates to consider. 

 Attend Twitter parties. Another way to locate bloggers and social media influencers is by attending 
Twitter Parties with similar themes or target markets and see which Twitter Party attendees rise 
to the top for you and feel like a perfect fit.

 Look at about pages. Many bloggers host Twitter Parties and mention that along with their rates on 
their “About” or “PR” pages on their blogs or in their media kits. If they aren’t running the show 
and are just showing up to host, the rates can be very cost effective.

www.MomItForward.com
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Step 7: Train your Twitter Party team.
Ensure all brand and agency representatives, moderators, and panelists have experience in moderating, 
hosting, or tweeting during a Twitter Party. If not, offer training and encourage them to attend another party 
or multiple parties before your online event.

Some key points to consider:
 Ensure that all team members are setup on Twitter, know how to use whatever platform on which 

you’ll be hosting the party (e.g., Tweetdeck), and understand how to use Twitter, including retweeting, 
hashtags, @ replies, and the difference between public and direct messages.

 Suggest to team members to prepare answers to the Twitter Party questions in advance. They can 
either schedule these to go out or can copy and paste them as soon as the questions are tweeted out 
during the Twitter Party. All crafted answers should:

 Be 120 characters or less so they are optimized for retweeting.

 Include the Twitter Party hashtag(s).

 Include trimmed links to posts or your brand’s website as relevant.

 Be written in a way that generates further discussion (for example, by including a question at  
the end).

 Support your key message points and specific calls to action for the campaign.

www.MomItForward.com
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 Recommend that all team members, if they already haven’t, attend a Twitter Party or two before your 
brand’s online event to get the feel for the fast flowing nature of these events. Most Twitter Party 
newbies are not able to tweet as much during their first few parties. Engaging in an event or two 
before your event will help them get the practice and comfort that they need to tweet more during 
your event.

 Prepare answers to the questions prior to the party. If team members didn’t or don’t prefer to pre-
schedule their answers to the Twitter Party questions, encourage them to copy and paste those 
and tweet them out right as the questions are asked. Because they will have upwards of five or six 
minutes left between questions, instruct them to organically tweet during this time frame by doing 
the following:

 Reply to other attendees’ tweets, staying as on topic as possible.

 Encourage further discussion (and more tweets) by asking attendees follow-up questions in 
response to their answers.

 Favorite and/or retweet tweets that highlight the brand or provide awesome tips on the Twitter 
Party’s theme to get more eyeballs on these types of tweets.

 Engage in a conversation with an attendee about a specific tip he/she shares to gather more 
information and to keep the conversation going.

 Welcome people as they join by simply tweeting: “Glad you’ve joined us!” or other such 
salutations. Helping attendees feel as welcome and included as possible is a great way to generate 
more tweets.

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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Step 8: Create your Twitter Party Run of Show.
The purpose for creating a Run of Show for your Twitter Party is to:

 Get everyone on the Twitter Party team on the same page regarding the event’s flow. 

 Give the person responsible for scheduling the tweets a guide, stating the time each tweet should be 
scheduled.

 Give the moderator(s) a playbook. And, in the event the scheduled tweets don’t go out, which can 
happen from time to time, the Run of Show gives them a back-up option where they can copy and 
paste the questions in real time without skipping a beat.

 Offer panelists the opportunity to prepare in advance and even craft their tweets ahead of time if 
they prefer.

Your Twitter Party’s Run of Show should include the following information:

 Your brand’s name

 Your Twitter Party’s theme

 Your Twitter Party’s hashtag(s)

 Your Twitter Party team’s Twitter IDs

 Trimmed links to any promotional posts 
(informative, giveaway, etc.)

 120-Character tweets, including your Twitter 
Party’s hashtag(s), disclosure statements (if 
applicable), welcoming/thank you posts, 
promotional messaging with trimmed links 
and/or images, calls to action, conversation-
oriented questions, the giveaway question, 
and any other tweets that you would like sent 
out via the moderators for your event

 The time each tweet should be scheduled 

Tools! See our tools section on page 41 and 
attached to this eBook for an example Twitter 
Party Run of Show and Run of Show Template.

www.MomItForward.com
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Step 9: Promote the event.
Depending on the platforms on which your brand is active and regularly engages with its community, you may 
want to consider creating promotional material (copy and creative assets) for one or more of the following:  
Facebook, Google+, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr, Twitter, Vine, YouTube.

This should all align with your Run of Show document.

Join the #TreeSchoolers #gno 
Twitter party 6/12 (9-10 ET) on 
educational content 4 kids http://
bit.ly/SwgJuR PLS RT 

@MomItForward
MomItForward

Be sure to follow @TreeSchoolers 
on Twitter and like on FB 
http://on.fb.me/1oMobhZ #gno 
#TreeSchoolers PLS RT

@MomItForward
MomItForward

Facebook Post Example Google+ Post Example

Newsletter Example

www.MomItForward.com
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When we host Twitter Parties for brands at Mom It Forward Media, we follow the same 
promotion and publicizing process for each event.

 A minimum of five days before the event: Promote the event via an informative post on our blog with 
a pinnable image.

 A minimum of five days before the event: Offer a giveaway on our blog six days prior to the event with 
a pinnable image, requiring entrants to like and follow the sponsoring brand on their various social 
media platforms, retweet a promotional tweet about the Twitter party to generate buzz for it, and 
retweet a tweet about the giveaway to amplify the buzz.

 A minimum of five days before the event: Send out promotional short-form posts on Facebook, 
Google+, and Twitter for the informative and giveaway posts.

 The week of the event: Promote the event in our community eNewsletter with links to both the 
informative and giveaway posts.

 The day of the event: Promote the event on our Facebook page, in our private Facebook group, on 
Google+, and on Twitter.

 If you hire others to help moderate or be panelists for the event, we also have them write a blog post 
about the event and promote via their social media channels the week of the event to help promote 
the event.

Sample RSVP and Giveaway Blog Posts

Tools! See our tools section, on 
pages 43-44, for the full examples 
of these two Blog posts.

www.MomItForward.com
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Step 10: Invite attendees.
Some brands send personal or formal emails directly to their community or followers a week or so before 
and again the day of the event. If you have an email list that includes your target market and who is active 
on Twitter, you could consider doing something similar. And again, depending on your active channels, you 
could consider publicizing in other ways. The key is to get the word out enough in advance that you build 
excitement and buzz to guarantee high attendance and results.

www.MomItForward.com
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Step 11: Schedule the tweets for your Twitter Party.
A successful Twitter party will be based on a Run of Show. Creating a Run of Show allows you to manage your 
time effectively as you can program these tweets prior to the party and thus focus on engagement with your 
party guests. We highly recommend using the platform TweetDeck or HooteSuite when programming your 
tweets. You will need to login with the Twitter ID and password of the account from which you want to tweet. 
Once you have logged into the platform, follow these steps: 

1. Click on the button on the left side dashboard 
titled “New Tweet.”

2. Select the proper Twitter account (if you have 
more than one) from which you would like to 
tweet. 

3. Enter your tweet message text in the new 
window that will pop up on your screen.

4. Select the date and time that you would like 
to program your tweet. Be sure to check your 
settings and verify the timezone to which your 
platform is set.

5. Confirm the Twitter handle, tweet 
message, and date.

6. Click the blue box titled “Tweet Message at 
(insert date/time here).”

7. Confirm by watching your tweet disappear 
and seeing it appear in the column marked 
“Scheduled.”

Sample Scheduled Tweet

www.MomItForward.com
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Step 12: Host your Twitter Party. 
With your Twitter Party plan complete and people buzzing about your online event, you are ready to host 
your Twitter Party.

If you are new to the Twitter Party hosting game, then show up 15 minutes prior to your first few events and 
start tweeting with the early birds. This will help you get warmed up as the feed won’t be moving as quickly 
at that point. By the time the party officially starts, you’ll be ready to rock and roll.

Multiple platforms exist on which you can tweet. Mom It Forward Media prefers TweetDeck as you can set 
up multiple columns, including columns to watch tweets using your hashtag(s), @replies, that mention your 
brand’s Twitter ID, and more.

The most important things to keep in mind when moderating a Twitter Party:

 Use the hashtag(s). Encourage others to do the same with a friendly group reminder if you notice they 
are not using it/them. Tracking the reach of your event is made possible with the inclusion of hashtags 
in your Twitter Party tweets.

 Welcome, welcome, and welcome some more. You may feel that this is off topic and doesn’t contribute 
to the key messages that your brand wants to share. But, helping people feel included actually can 
generate greater buzz because attendees are more likely to stay engaged and attract their followers 
if you show them that you care about them and appreciate their engagement.

www.MomItForward.com
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>Twitter Tip
The more organic and personal your tweets can be, the more 
the attendees will feel that you care about the relationship 
and not just your product, service, and/or cause. In that 
way, the more they will care about and become loyal to 
your brand.

 Help get people talking about your Twitter Party’s theme. Like any event, Twitter Parties are social. 
People love to connect on and off topic. Don’t worry about tangents. Attendees who go off on tangents 
are connecting. Your goal is to help veer them back on the Twitter Party theme path as quickly as 
possible, but in as tactful a way as possible as well. To do this, tweet out a comment about their 
tangent to connect with them. Then, add a relevant question at the end of that tweet that relates 
to the party. If that doesn’t fit, send a second tweet that starts to gently steer them in the right 
direction.

 Tweet as much as possible, including:

 All of the tweets on the Run of Show if not pre-scheduled

 Answers to every questions

 @ Replies to as many tweets as possible (varying your outreach and not focusing on only one or 
two people)

 Retweets as it makes sense

 Favorite tweets as it makes sense

www.MomItForward.com
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How to Host an In-Chat Giveway During Your Twitter Party
Hosting in-chat giveaway(s), which take place during your actual Twitter Party on Twitter itself, rewards 
participants for attending, drives great on-target buzz about your brand, and gives one or more lucky winners 
the option to sample your product or services. If you do not have product or services that you want to give 
away, then consider a cash card, such as those from American Express, Mastercard, or Visa. They do not 
require any fulfillment or shipping and, therefore, often cost less. And, party goers love them!

Explaining the Terms and Requirements for the Giveaway
To host an in-chat giveaway, you will need to schedule tweets, explaining the terms and requirements for the 
giveaway via a series of tweets.

 In your Run of Show document, you will want to have the following types of tweets programmed to 
come from the primary moderator account: 

 Announcing that the in-chat giveaway question is coming up

 That the winner will be chosen at random

 Stating the time frame to answer the question. (Tip! We typically allow four minutes for attendees to 
answer the giveaway question.)

 That the tweet must contain the party hashtag(s) in order to win

 The Giveaway Question

During tonight’s #gno chat, you’ll have a 
chance to win a prize from @SigningTime 
#TreeSchoolers PLS RT

Look for a #giveaway question during the 
chat! Follow the tweet request to enter to 
win! #gno #TreeSchoolers PLS RT

A winner will be chosen at random using 
http://random.org! #gno #TreeSchoolers 
PLS RT

Look for an announcement from us since 
we’ll be sharing the giveaway winner dur-
ing the chat! #gno #TreeSchoolers PLS RT

@MomItForward @MomItForward

@MomItForward @MomItForward

MomItForward MomItForward

MomItForward MomItForward

www.MomItForward.com
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Choosing the Giveaway Winner
When the in-chat giveaway question is sent out, 
assign a team member who is not manning a Twitter 
account to collect the Twitter IDs of the tweets that 
answer the giveaway question. Then, have him or her:

1. Paste the Twitter ID into a cell in an Excel 
spreadsheet. 

2. Wait until the giveaway has closed and all of 
the Twitter IDs have been entered into the 
spreadsheet.

3. Visit Random.org and enter the the total 
number of people.

4. Click submit. (It will randomly generate a 
number between those that you specify.) 

5. Locate the Twitter ID on the spreadsheet that 
correlates to the randomly generated number 
and copy the Twitter ID. 

6. Go back into your scheduling platform. 

7. Click to program a new tweet that will 
announce the winner. Make sure to include the 
winner’s Twitter ID with the @symbol. 

8. Set the tweet to go out just as the party ends 
and click schedule.

Yay! I LOVE this brand! 
#gno #TreeSchoolers

@superjanesmith
Jane Smith

The #TreeSchoolers chat giveaway 
opportunity is coming up next! Stay tuned! 
#gno PLS RT

@MomItForward
MomItForward

The in-chat giveaway winner will win a 
prize from #TreeSchoolers #gno PLS RT

@MomItForward
MomItForward

A random winner will be chosen from all 
who tweet an answer in the GIVEAWAY 
question time! #gno #TreeSchoolers PLS RT

@MomItForward
MomItForward

The GIVEAWAY QUESTION is next. Submit 
an answer between 9:37 and 9:40 pm ET! 
#gno #TreeSchoolers PLS RT

@MomItForward
MomItForward

Congrats @superjanesmith you are 
the in-chat giveaway winner! #gno 
#TreeSchoolers

@MomItForward
MomItForward

www.MomItForward.com
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Step 13: Identify the results of your campaign  
by tracking statistics.
The metrics of a successful Twitter party are the number of:

 Participants: The number of unique accounts who tweeted with the hashtags during the day 
of the event

 Tweets: The number of tweets that contained the hashtags on the day of the event

 Impressions: The number of times a participants tweets multiplied by the number of their their 
followers on their account. Next, add each total to get the number of Total Impressions.

Mom It Forward Media uses NUVI as its preferred tracking system as it tracks more accurately and is easy 
to navigate. Radian6 is another great tool for tracking purposes. Hashtracking is a fabulous tool for just 
tracking hashtags.

www.MomItForward.com
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>Learn More
Interested in learning more 
about coupling your Twitter 
Party with a blog tour? Click 
here for more information!

Step 14: Prepare a metrics report, if 
necessary.
When putting together a metrics report, consider including: 

 The number of participants

 The number of tweets

 The number of impressions

 The reach (if your tracking tool tracks that for you)

 The Twitter Party’s overall brand sentiment

 Key tweets pulled from the Twitter Party transcript that 
show positive brand sentient

 Other key dashboard information from your tracking tool 
(reflected in graphs and pie charts)

 The number of giveaway entries (if you have hosted 
a giveaway)

 Screenshots from the blog posts (if you hosted a blog tour in 
association with the Twitter Party)

www.MomItForward.com
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Step 15: Celebrate your success!
You did it! You hosted a successful Twitter Party for your brand. As you know, pulling off a Twitter Party 
requires a lot of steps and sub-steps.You deserve to celebrate! What will you do? 

At a minimum, make sure to build in rewards even if that is sending a simple thank you note to each member 
of your Twitter Party team, showing your appreciation for their contribution to your successful event.

www.MomItForward.com
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>More Info
Check out
MomItForwardMedia.com 
for more information on our 
product and service offerings. 
Request a sponsorship deck 
to see what’s new for Mom It 
Forward Media.

Twitter Parties are often one piece of a larger campaign pie. 
Consider these other possible and complementary pieces to include 
when shaping your campaign:

●	 Ambassador	Programs

●	 Blog	Tours

●	 Facebook/Pinterest	Activations

●	 Family	Forward	Retreat	Sponsorships	(Florida)

●	 Live	Events:	In-Home,	Retail,	Other	(US	and	Canada)

●	 Mom	It	Forward	Media	Monthly	Meet-Ups	(Utah)

●	 Product	Sampling	(At	Events	and	Shipped	Directly	to	Homes)

●	 Surveys

What Other Activations Can Brands Include in 
Their Twitter Party Campaign to Create Longer 
Lasting Buzz?

www.MomItForward.com
jyl@momitforward.com
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In this section, you will find the following tools to help with your Twitter Parties. 
If you have questions or need our help, please contact jyl@momitforward.com.

Tools Table of Contents

Project Planning 
Schedule Example39

Project Planning 
Schedule Template40

Sample Giveaway Post44

Run of Show Example41

Run of Show Template42

Sample RSVP Post43
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Twitter Party Planning Schedule Example

A blank version of our Planning Schedule Template 
is attached to this eBook or can be downloaded 
from http://momitforward.com/tools.
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Twitter Party Planning Schedule Template
Click Here toDownload 

the Template!

A blank version of our Planning Schedule Template 
is attached to this eBook or can be downloaded 
from http://momitforward.com/tools.
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A blank version of our Run of Show Template is 
attached to this eBook or can be downloaded from 
http://momitforward.com/tools.

Twitter Party Run of Show Example

www.MomItForward.com
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A blank version of our Run of Show Template is 
attached to this eBook or can be downloaded from 
http://momitforward.com/tools.

Twitter Party Run of Show Template
Click Here toDownload 

the Template!
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Sample RSVP Post
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Sample Giveaway Post
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Mom It Forward Media does many things but at the heart of it all we connect your brand with the influencers that matter. Have you ever 

wished that you could have the most influential people in Social Media promote your products for you? Do you wish you could relate 

to your customers on a personal level? When was the last time you could accurately predict product sentiment and then had the power 

increase it?

Mom It Forward Media is an aggregator of influencers. We have in our network over 5000 of the most influential mom’s on engaged in 

social media today. Not only have they signed up with Mom It ForwardMedia but we know them on a personal basis. We celebrate their 

birthdays with them yearly, we speak with them one-on-one, they attended our past evo Conferences, and they join us during our Family 

Forward retreats.

We have spent years building relationships with the top influencers so that you don’t have to. We have a blogger network filled with people 

ready to help promote your brand, product, or service.

So how do we endear your brand to Mom’s that buy? Take a look at the many services we have that help the world’s top influencers refer 

their millions of friends and followers to purchase your products.

and We’ll Love You!
http://facebook.com/momitforward

Visit Us at MomItForwardMedia.com

Us
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		Brand Name Here— #gno Project Schedule

		#gno Details & Project Schedule

		Details

		#GNO party date:		INSERT DATE AND TIME HERE

		#GNO topic:		INSERT #GNO TOPIC HERE

		Brand Panelists:		INSERT BRAND PANELIST(S) TWITTER ID(S) HERE

		Mom Panelists:		4-6 Community Panelists

				PANELISTS' TWITTER IDs HERE

		#GNO giveaway:		INSERT GIVEAWAY PRIZE HERE

		#GNO giveaway goes live:		DATE HERE AND ANY TERM REQUIREMENTS

		#GNO giveaway deadline:		DEADLINE DATE HERE

		Project Schedule

		Task #		Task		Brand		Deadline		Status		Notes

		0		Send contract to Brand.		Mom It Forward		DATE

		1		Sign, scan, and e-mail contract to Mom It Forward.		Brand		DATE

		2		Finalize topic and sub-questions.		Mom It Forward/Brand		DATE				Starting at 9:04 ET and every 6 minutes thereafter during the #gno party, I toss out a question. These help provide panelists with ways to keep the conversation going as well as provide interesting information that participants can chime in on and share expertise on as well. These should all relate to the topic, but be broad enough that participants would be able to contribute to as well as find interesting. They should also be open ended.

		5		Write giveaway and RSVP posts and pass by Brand .		Mom It Forward		DATE

		6		Provide the image for RSVP post and image of the giveaway products.		Brand		DATE				Image for the RSVP should be more lifestyle in nature—something related to the campaign, for example, rather than just a picture of the product itself or an ad. The Giveaway post image should feature the products/service(s) that will be included in the giveaway!

		7		Review and approve posts and finalize panelists.		Brand		DATE

		8		Finalize posts.		Mom It Forward		DATE

		9		Publish RSVP post with image and the giveaway post with image on momitforward.com.		Mom It Forward		DATE				See the ad specs by clicking on the "Program Specs" tab at the bottom of this spreadsheet.

		10		Advertise Brand #gno event and giveaway by shooting out links on Twitter and DMing influential twitterers for their help in retweeting the information.		Mom It Forward and Brand		DATE

		11		Create custom Tweetgrid and Information Doc and send to panelists.		Mom It Forward		DATE

		12		Feature Brand Campaign on #gno.		Brand		DATE

		13		Feature Brand post on MomItForward.com.		Mom It Forward		DATE

		15		Take down the leaderboard and medium square ads at 12:00 a.m. ET.		Mom It Forward		DATE

		16		Place skyscraper ad at 12:00 a.m. ET.		Mom It Forward		DATE

		17		Continue advertising giveaway.		Mom It Forward and Brand		DATE

		18		Giveaway content ends at 11:59 p.m. ET.		Mom It Forward		DATE

		19		Review entries and choose winners.		Mom It Forward		DATE

		20		Provide winners' information to Brand .		Mom It Forward		DATE

		21		Remove skyscraper ad.		Mom It Forward		DATE










Twitter Party Run of Show Template


Your Brand’s Name and/or Logo Here Twitter Party 

Date and Time Here

Chat Details/Timeline


		General Party Information: #GNO Party Info — INSERT BRAND NAME — INSERT DATE (INSERT TIME) 



		Brand

		Company:                              

Brand Name

		Facebook: 

Facebook URL

		Twitter:  

Twitter ID(s) for the Brand 



		Theme/Hashtags

		Short Description of the Theme   

		#BrandPartyHashtag



		Moderator Info

		For questions, please email or call: Name of Primary Contact, email of Primary Contact, or Phone Number of Primary Contact



		Panelists

		Brand Panelist: Twitter IDs for the Brand Panelists
Moderators: Twitter IDs for the Moderators
Community Panelists: Twitter IDs for the Panelists



		Links to Send Out the First 5 Minutes of the Party



		8:50 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Promotional tweet inviting people to join the party, including the date, time, theme, hashtag, and a link to the RSVP post. 



		8:53 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Giveaway tweet, including prize information, a link to a post with the terms and conditions, or other necessary details.



		8:55 ET PROMO

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Promotional tweet here, promoting the sponsoring brand’s products, services, and/or cause with a call to action and #ad.



		8:57 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Welcome brand panelists: @TwitterIDofBrandPanelistsHere #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		8:58 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Welcome community panelists/co-hosts: @TwitterIDofPanelistsHere #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		8:58 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Welcome community panelists/co-hosts: @TwitterIDofPanelistsHere #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		8:58 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Welcome community panelists/co-hosts: @TwitterIDofPanelistsHere #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		8:59 ET PROMO

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Promotional tweet here, promoting the sponsoring brand’s products, services, and/or cause with a call to action and #ad.





		Questions



		9:00 ET (gIVEAWAY INTROS)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: (ad) During tonight's #YourBrandHashtagHere chat, you’ll have a chance to win a prize PLS RT



		9:01 ET (gIVEAWAY INTROS)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: Look for a #giveaway question during the chat! Follow the tweet request to enter to win! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:02 ET (gIVEAWAY INTROS)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: A winner will be chosen at random using http://random.org! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:03 ET (gIVEAWAY INTROS)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: Look for an announcement from us since we’ll be sharing the giveaway winner during the chat! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:04 ET (Q1)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q1: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:10 ET (Q2)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q2: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:16 ET  (Q3)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q3: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:19 ET PROMO

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Promotional tweet here, promoting the sponsoring brand’s products, services, and/or cause with a call to action and #ad.



		9:22 ET (Q4)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q4: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:28 ET (Q5)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q5: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:34 ET (Q6) 

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q6: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:36 ET (GIVEAWAY COMING SOON)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: The #YourBrandHashtagHere chat giveaway opportunity is coming up next! Stay tuned! (ad) PLS RT



		9:36 ET (GIVeaway coming soon)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: The in-chat giveaway winner will win a prize from #YourBrandHashtagHere (ad) PLS RT



		9:36 ET (Giveaway coming soon)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: A winner will be chosen at random using http://random.org! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:36 ET (giveaway coming soon)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: The GIVEAWAY QUESTION is next. Submit an answer between 9:37 and 9:40 pm ET! (ad) #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:37 ET (Giveaway QUESTION)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator GIVEAWAY QUESTION TWEET SHOULD BE IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS. #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT





		9:40 ET PROMO

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Promotional tweet here, promoting the sponsoring brand’s products, services, and/or cause with a call to action and #ad.



		9:41 ET (giveaway)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: The giveaway during the #gno party has now ended! A winner will be announced at 10:00 ET! (ad) #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:41 ET (Q7)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q7: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:46 ET (Q8)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q8: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:51 ET (Q9)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q9: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:55 ET (Q10)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Q10: LIST THE QUESTION TWEET IN ALL CAPS IN 120 CHARACTERS OR LESS! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		9:59 ET (giveaway winner anncmt)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: The giveaway winner is about to be announced! (ad) ! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		Links to Send Out the Last 5 Minutes of the Party



		9:59 ET PROMO

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Promotional tweet here, promoting the sponsoring brand’s products, services, and/or cause with a call to action and #ad.



		10:01 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Thanks brand panelists: @TwitterIDofBrandPanelistsHere #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		10:01 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Thanks community panelists/co-hosts: @TwitterIDofPanelistsHere #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		10:01 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Thanks community panelists/co-hosts: @TwitterIDofPanelistsHere #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		8:58 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator Thanks community panelists/co-hosts: @TwitterIDofPanelistsHere #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		10:02 ET

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator The chat may end, but the fun doesn't have 2! Share tips on FB! TRIMMED LINK TO YOUR BRAND’s FB ACCOUNT HERE (ad) #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		10:02 ET (giveaway winner anncmt)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: CONGRATS!!! @WinnerTwitterIDHere won tonight’s in-chat giveaway! #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT



		10:03 ET (giveaway winner anncmt)

		RT @TwitterIDofPrimaryModerator: @WinnerTwitterIDHere Pls email YOUREMAILADDYHERE your name, shipping address, & phone w/in 24 hrs. #YourBrandHashtagHere PLS RT





